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An efficient finite element analysis/computational fluid dynamics (FEA/CFD) thermal
coupling technique has been developed and demonstrated. The thermal coupling is
achieved by an iterative procedure between FEA and CFD calculations. Communication
between FEA and CFD calculations ensures continuity of temperature and heat flux. In
the procedure, the FEA simulation is treated as unsteady for a given transient cycle. To
speed up the thermal coupling, steady CFD calculations are employed, considering that
fluid flow time scales are much shorter than those for the solid heat conduction and
therefore the influence of unsteadiness in fluid regions is negligible. To facilitate the
thermal coupling, the procedure is designed to allow a set of CFD models to be defined
at key time points/intervals in the transient cycle and to be invoked during the coupling
process at specified time points. To further enhance computational efficiency, a “frozen
flow” or “energy equation only” coupling option was also developed, where only the
energy equation is solved, while the flow is frozen in CFD simulation during the thermal
coupling process for specified time intervals. This option has proven very useful in prac-
tice, as the flow is found to be unaffected by the thermal boundary conditions over certain
time intervals. The FEA solver employed is an in-house code, and the coupling has been
implemented for two different CFD solvers: a commercial code and an in-house code.
Test cases include an industrial low pressure (LP) turbine and a high pressure (HP)
compressor, with CFD modeling of the LP turbine disk cavity and the HP compressor
drive cone cavity flows, respectively. Good agreement of wall temperatures with the
industrial rig test data was observed. It is shown that the coupled solutions can be
obtained in sufficiently short turn-around times (typically within a week) for use in
design. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3147105�
Introduction
To assist engine design, accurate and quick prediction of com-

onent metal temperature is one of the key issues. Traditionally in
ndustry, finite element analysis is routinely used to predict metal
emperatures with the thermal boundary conditions provided by
hermocouple measurements and/or empirical correlations. The
ractice is still widely used in industry today. However, the limi-
ation of this practice is obvious. Its effectiveness is subject to
vailability and applicability of the current database and correla-
ions for a new design.

With rapid progress of computational fluid dynamics �CFD�
apability and computer power, CFD has proven to be a useful
ool to assist and to improve the metal temperature prediction.
here are basically three types of approaches in using CFD solu-

ions for solid/fluid heat transfer calculations. One is generally
alled “conjugate heat transfer analysis,” the second “noncoupled
EA/CFD procedure” and the third one “coupled FEA/CFD
nalysis.” These are hereafter referred to as conjugate analysis,
oncoupled procedure, and coupled analysis, respectively.

In conjugate analysis, the solid/fluid heat transfer calculation
ay be realized by expanding the CFD capability to include heat

onduction calculation in solid regions neighboring the fluids. Ex-
mples of such expanded CFD solvers for the conjugate analysis
re NASA GLENN-HT code by Rigby and Lepicovsky �1�, and
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Aachen’s CHTFLOW solver by Bohn et al. �2�. A number of papers
have been published showing application of the conjugate analysis
for engine component temperature predictions, such as a real tur-
bine rotor-stator system simulation by Okita and Yamawaki �3�
and Okita �4� in 2002 and 2006, respectively, a blade film cooling
prediction by Bohn et al. �5� in 2003, and an internally cooled
turbine blade application by Kusterer et al. �6� in 2004. It was
found that the applications of the conjugate analysis were limited
to steady and simple transient calculations. Generally speaking, a
CFD simulation is expensive. This would be especially true for a
time accurate calculation of a flight cycle, as a relatively very
small time step has to be used to resolve the flow unsteadiness.
Therefore, the computational cost of performing a transient con-
jugate flight cycle analysis with an unsteady CFD solution is pro-
hibitive.

Noncoupled procedures alleviate the CFD cost, where only a
limited number of steady CFD calculations are performed at key
engine operating conditions to produce a set of CFD based corre-
lations, which eventually provide the necessary thermal boundary
conditions for the traditional FEA calculation. Examples are two
turbine disk cavity applications by Lewis and Provins �7� in 2004
and Alizadeh et al. �8� in 2007. However, successful application of
the noncoupled procedure is very much dependent on users’ ex-
perience and expertise, such as boundary segment partitioning for
the discrete correlations and scaling of the correlations between
the engine operating conditions.

Coupled FEA/CFD analysis is an alternative technique, where
separate FEA and CFD codes are used for solid and fluid regions,
respectively, with a smooth exchange of information between the

two codes to ensure continuity of temperature and heat flux. The
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Downlo
ain merit of the approach is to enable users to take full advan-
ages of both CFD and FEA capabilities. Further integration of the
tress analysis can be easily realized with the FEA solver, which is
qually important to designing a software package. There are a
ariety of approaches in implementing the coupled FEA/CFD
nalysis. For instance, in 1992 Heselhaus et al. �9� demonstrated a
D FEA to 3D CFD coupling procedure for cooled turbine blade
pplication. In a later time, Li and Kassab �10� described a
oupled finite-volume method/boundary element method �FVM/
EM� approach with application to turbine blade calculation in
994. Bohn et al. �11� reported their coupled procedure for film-
ooled turbine blade applications in 1995. Recently, Illingworth et
l. �12� reported a well established procedure coupling an in-
ouse FEA code to a commercial CFD code, and successfully
pplied the procedure to turbine disk cavity calculations for flight
ycle simulations. This followed work on steady state coupling by
irzamoghadam and Xiao �13� and Verdicchio et al. �14�.
Extensions to the work of Illingworth et al. and validations are

eported in this paper. The methods employed are described in
ec. 2. Validations, including comparison with engine data, are
iven in Sec. 3, and conclusions are summarized in Sec. 4.

Modeling Methods
In the engine cycle models, the FEA calculation must be un-

teady to reproduce the relatively slow response of metal heat
onduction to a change in operating conditions over a given tran-
ient flight cycle. Compared with this, the fluid flow time scales
re much shorter, as they are determined by the fast convection of
he flow. As a result, the influence of unsteadiness of fluid flow is
xpected to be negligible, and steady CFD calculations may be
mployed. In other words the flow may be assumed to adjust
nstantaneously to changes in the flow boundary conditions, as the
ime taken for such adjustments is much smaller than other time
cales for the problem considered. This saves considerable com-
uting time for a FEA/CFD thermal coupling calculation, as it
voids expensive unsteady CFD simulation in fluid regions and
llows much larger time steps for unsteady FEA simulation of the
etal heat conduction in solid regions, which means fewer time

teps are needed to resolve a given transient cycle. Further ap-
roximation is usually involved in modeling engine accelerations
r decelerations when the engine speed is changing. This is further
iscussed below.

Within the FEA models, one or more local CFD boundary do-
ains can be set up as required. They may cover part or the whole
EA model boundary. The procedure provides coupling capability
or the neighboring CFD/FEA boundaries, while the rest of FEA
odel is still simulated using conventional thermal boundary con-

itions provided by thermocouple measurements and/or empirical
orrelations. This practice ensures great flexibility and choice for
sers.

The coupling is realized through an iterative loop between the
EA and CFD simulations, with communications ensuring conti-
uity of temperature and heat flux across the coupled boundaries
etween the FEA and CFD models. Convergence of the thermal
oupling at a thermal time point is recognized when the difference
f coupled wall temperature between two adjacent successive
hermal coupling iterations is reduced to a required tolerance. In
he coupling process, intermediate individual FEA and CFD solu-
ions are obtained in turn with dynamically updated boundary
onditions. On coupling walls, the temperature distributions ob-
ained in FEA simulations are used to define temperature bound-
ry conditions for CFD models, and the heat flux distributions
btained in CFD simulations are used to define heat flux boundary
onditions for the FEA model. Convergence of the individual FEA
nd CFD solutions is recognized when their governing equations’
esiduals are reduced to a required tolerance. To avoid exceptional

ead lock of the individual CFD simulations, appropriate maxi-
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mum numbers of iterations are assigned for each CFD model. The
practice is implemented in a similar way to that for ordinary stan-
dalone CFD calculations.

To facilitate the thermal coupling, the coupling procedure is
designed to allow a set of CFD models to be defined at key time
points/conditions in the transient cycle to represent “steady” op-
erating conditions, such as idle, maximum take-off �MTO�, and
cruise conditions. The points and the time intervals between the
points are called ramp points and ramps, respectively, in a tran-
sient cycle definition �examples are given later in Sec. 3�. The
so-called environment parameters, such as rotational speed and
mass flow rates, are stored at the ramp points. Between the ramp
points, linear distributions of the environment parameters are gen-
erally assumed.

For a steady flight condition the environment parameters of the
two ramp points will be identical, but metal and internal air sys-
tem temperatures may change. The cycle definition provides nec-
essary operating conditions for the CFD models. During a thermal
coupling process, the corresponding CFD models are to be in-
voked at specified ramp points. For a ramp representing a steady
flight condition, such as idle, maximum take-off �MTO�, and
cruise conditions, an intermediate individual CFD solution is ob-
tained by solving the corresponding CFD model, which is then
coupled with the unsteady FEA simulation.

For those ramps representing “unsteady” flight conditions, such
as engine acceleration and deceleration, the CFD solution is esti-
mated, as a further approximation, by a linear interpolation opera-
tion from the corresponding two CFD models for the neighboring
steady operating conditions defined at the two end points of that
ramp. In this case, the thermal boundary conditions corresponding
to the time step are applied simultaneously to those two CFD
models and consequently solved. The two CFD solutions are then
linearly interpolated with respect to time to produce a heat transfer
estimation for the time step, which is eventually used to couple
the unsteady FEA simulation. This approximation is consistent
with traditional modeling techniques, which do not attempt to
resolve the flow variations fully during such rapid changes. Pro-
vided the accelerations and decelerations are fast enough, com-
pared with the component temperature changes, the approxima-
tion is fully justified.

To assist the CFD calculations in the thermal coupling, primary
initial solution for each CFD model was prepared in advance,
assuming that all walls of the CFD domain were adiabatic. The
operating conditions for those initial adiabatic CFD solutions,
such as rotational speed and mass flow rates where appropriate,
are provided by the cycle definition. During the thermal coupling,
an intermediate CFD solution at a time step is obtained with the
dynamically updated boundary conditions. The latest CFD solu-
tion obtained is then always used as initial flow field for the next
time step. It can be expected that a change between CFD solutions
at two neighboring successive thermal time steps should be small
and gradual. Hence, fewer iterations are needed for an intermedi-
ate individual CFD solution.

Unless explicitly specified in the coupling process, the default
starting point of a transient coupling is set to be a standstill con-
dition, where an isothermal state can be assumed. The procedure
has already been used as a design tool, and a number of tutorials
and best practice have been established. For further details of the
procedure, readers are referred to the publication by Illingworth et
al.

The coupling procedure is controlled by a “plugin” �SC89� to
the SC03 FEA code. SC03 is fully automated. SC89 was origi-
nally implemented to couple SC03 FEA to the commercial FLUENT

CFD code �15�. It has now been extended to allow coupling with
an in-house CFD code HYDRA. HYDRA was developed by Rolls-
Royce plc and researcher partners �16�. It is an unstructured hy-
brid CFD code using the finite-volume method and an edge-based
data formulation. The solver uses an explicit time-marching tech-

nique based on a five-step Runge–Kutta procedure. Convergence
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Downlo
s accelerated by the use of multigrid techniques and by Jacobi
reconditioning for high speed flows, together with a separate low
ach number preconditioning option for low speed flows. Parallel

omputation is implemented using the Oplus library �17,18�. Thus
he methods used in HYDRA differ significantly from those used in
arlier studies which employed the pressure correction algorithm
n FLUENT. The motivation for using HYDRA includes commonality
ith CFD software for turbomachinery applications, as discussed
y Chew and Hills �19�.

A CFD solution is normally obtained by solving all the govern-
ng equations of fluid flow and heat transfer. This type of CFD
olution is here referred to as the “full equations” option in the
resent paper. An alternative to the full equations option is so-
alled energy equation only option, where the energy equation is
olved while the flow field is frozen during the coupling process.
ecomputation of the continuity and momentum equations is

herefore bypassed, which can produce extra saving in computa-
ional cost. Obviously, the energy equation only option is a further
pproximation aimed at faster coupling performance. The energy
quation only option has proven very useful in some cases. It has
ong been recognized that there are situations where fluid proper-
ies are essentially independent of temperature and the flow en-
rgy equation has no influence on the flow field. In this case, the
ow energy equation is linear in temperature. Chew et al. �20�
ade use of this in their coupled CFD/FEA thermal solution for a

urbine blade. In the present work an energy equation only option
as been developed in HYDRA and implemented in the coupling
lugin SC89. This and FLUENT have been used to explore the use
f the “frozen flow” option for further accelerating coupled simu-
ations for internal air system applications.

The energy equation only option also adopts the steady flow
ssumption and is implemented in a similar way to a full equa-
ions solution. Under the present multiple CFD model arrange-

ent, the density, pressure, and velocity of all CFD models are
ept unchanged during the thermal coupling. Their magnitudes are
ll from the prepared initial flow solutions. For a ramp represent-
ng steady flight conditions, such as idle, MTO, and cruise condi-
ions, the energy equation only solution is obtained by solving the
orresponding CFD model. For a ramp representing unsteady
ight conditions, such as engine accelerations and decelerations,

he energy equation only solution is obtained, as a further approxi-
ation, by a linear interpolation of the corresponding two energy

quation only solutions at the two end points of that ramp with
espect to time. In this case, the thermal boundary conditions cor-
esponding to the time step are applied simultaneously to those
wo CFD models and consequently solved with the energy equa-
ion only facility. The energy equation only option in HYDRA was
alidated against solutions of the full equations for a number of
est cases. Good agreement was obtained. The energy equation
as solved using the same techniques as for the fluid flow solu-

ion. This is not optimal for a linear equation, but was convenient
or these initial evaluations.

Thermal Coupling Validation
Four test cases, 2D and 3D model rotor-stator examples, plus an

ngine low pressure �LP� turbine cavity, and a high pressure �HP�
ompressor drive cone cavity were chosen for the coupling test-
ng. Both the energy equation only and full equation CFD solu-
ions were used in the thermal coupling. All CFD calculations
ere performed with the k-� turbulence model and standard wall

unctions. The results obtained with HYDRA and FLUENT CFD
odes were compared with available thermocouple measurements
or the engine test cases.

3.1 2D Rotor-Stator Example (2D FEA/2D CFD
oupling). The FEA and CFD domains for the 2D rotor-stator

xample are shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that the geometry of
he FEA/CFD models simply consists of a rotor and a stator, form-

ng a cavity with an axial inflow at inner radius along shaft and a

ournal of Turbomachinery
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radial outflow at outer radius. The whole geometry is strictly axi-
symmetric. Three key dimensions are also shown in Fig. 1. The
ratio between the inner and outer radii of the cavity is ro /ri=1.5.
The inner radius of the stator rs is equal to rs=1.005ri. Conse-
quently, the narrow radial gap between inner radii of the rotor and
stator at inlet is �rs−ri�=0.005ri. The hydraulic diameter dh at
inlet is equal to dh=4�area /wetted-perimeter=0.01ri. The width
of the cavity s is equal to s=0.125ri. The angular speed of the
rotor � is 800 rad/s. The axial inflow Reynolds number Rebulk
=�Ubulkdh /� and the rotational Reynolds number Re�

=�ro
2� /� based on the inflow condition are 3.42�104 and

9.54�106, respectively. These justify the use of turbulent flow
simulation. The mesh employed is also shown in Fig. 1. The total
number of grid nodes is 5265. The mesh was generated following
previous experience. For this mesh, the dimensionless wall dis-
tance y+ obtained is between 20 and 120, within the recommended
range for use of the wall function. A mesh independence investi-
gation also showed that the mesh is reasonable. The CFD model
provides boundary conditions for the inner rotor and stator faces
labeled as coupling wall. Conventional boundary conditions are
specified on the other faces labeled as noncoupling wall, using a
specified gas temperature and heat transfer coefficients obtained
from a correlation for rotating disk heat transfer.

The transient thermal cycle simulated is given in terms of rotor
angular speed versus time in Fig. 2. In fact, the rotor angular
speed is one of the parameters needed to provide a time series of
operating information to run a FEA/CFD coupling. The other nec-
essary parameters for this FEA/CFD coupling are mass flow rate,
temperature, and operating pressure. For clarity, only the rotor
angular speed is used here to indicate the transient cycle. As
shown in Fig. 2, the rotor starts from standstill and accelerates
within 60 s to its maximum speed at 800 rad/s, then keeps steady
until 210 s to stabilize the system.

Two operating conditions and three ramp points are defined to
facilitate the FEA/CFD coupling, as shown in Fig. 2. Conditions 1
and 2 designate standstill and maximum loading, respectively.
Ramp points 1–3 correspond to the starting point at standstill con-
dition 1 �time t=0�, the end point of acceleration at time t=60 s
and finish point of the stabilization period at time t=210 s. In the
coupling procedure, the time step is always initially set to be 1

4 of
the time interval between two ramp points. The time step will be
reduced if a given thermal time stepping accuracy limit is ex-
ceeded. The thermal time stepping accuracy was set to 2 K in the
present test case. For a typical engine cycle, the thermal time

Fig. 1 2D rotor-stator FEA and CFD models
stepping accuracy is generally set to be 5 K or 10 K in industrial

JULY 2010, Vol. 132 / 031016-3
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ractice. For the present thermal coupling, a smaller magnitude of
hermal time stepping accuracy was chosen to ensure sufficient
ccuracy in this initial test case. The thermal time stepping accu-
acy works in the following way. For each FEA node, the values
f temperature obtained at the current time point and the last two
ime points, i.e., three adjacent successive intermediate coupling
olutions, are used to generate piecewise linear and parabolic
urve fits for the temperature history. When the maximum differ-
nce of temperature between the two curve fits is larger than a
iven time stepping accuracy, the time step will be reduced. The
ssessment of time stepping accuracy is performed over the whole
EA domain and the adjustment of time step is fully automated. It
as been shown that using the time stepping accuracy instead of
he maximum temperature increment to control the time step ad-
ustment improves overall performance of transient thermal simu-
ation with better accuracy and robustness. The convergence cri-
erion of the thermal coupling was set to 0.5 K in the present test
ase from the experience of earlier studies. Typically, the magni-
ude of this parameter is recommended to be equal to or less than

1
4 of the magnitude of thermal time stepping accuracy. As de-
cribed before, the convergence criterion for the thermal coupling
enotes the maximum wall temperature difference allowed be-
ween two adjacent successive intermediate coupling solutions at
time point in the FEA/CFD coupling loop. The maximum num-
er of iterations for individual CFD solutions was assigned to 200,
ollowing earlier experience and some numerical experiments.

An initial CFD solution was prepared in advance for
ondition-2 assuming, at this stage, that all the walls of the CFD
odel are adiabatic. A view of the stream function contours of the

nitial flow solution is shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that a jet
ow from the inlet travels axially toward the rotor in the inner
adius. Along the rotor wall the fluid is centrifuged radially-
utwards. A portion of the flow leaves the domain through the
utlet at the outer radius, and part of it moves back radially along
he stator side to the inner radius to meet the requirement of con-
inuity. Consequently a big circulation is formed in the domain,
hich is the major feature of the flow. In the inner corner formed
y the stator, there exists another smaller circulation, induced by
he jet flow and the major circulation. The flow is mainly con-
rolled by the rotation and through-flow. Buoyancy effects are less
mportant. Also in Fig. 3, ten monitoring points distributed on the
avity inner walls for temperature time history are shown for
eference.

Both energy equation only and full equation FEA/CFD cou-
ling calculations were conducted using the HYDRA and FLUENT

odes. The wall temperature histories obtained at two typical

ig. 2 Cycle definition for 2D rotor-stator FEA/CFD thermal
oupling
onitoring points R3 and S3 at the middle radius are given in Fig.

31016-4 / Vol. 132, JULY 2010
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4. The dash and solid lines indicate the results obtained using
HYDRA with the energy equation only option on the rotor and
stator walls, respectively. The circle and square symbols designate
their corresponding counterparts obtained using HYDRA with the
full equations option. The plus and cross signs denote those ob-
tained using FLUENT with the energy equation only option. To
avoid further overlay of the plots, the coupling results obtained
using FLUENT with the full equations option are not presented in
the figures. Agreement between all these results, obtained using
either the energy equation only or the full equations options in
either HYDRA or FLUENT is very good. Comparisons between so-
lutions at other monitoring points show equally good agreement.

A view of temperature contours at time t=210 s, i.e., at the end
of the thermal coupling, obtained using HYDRA with the energy
equation only option is shown in Fig. 5. Such data can be further
used in thermal stress analysis and displacement calculation when
necessary. A comparison of wall temperature distributions be-

Fig. 3 Initial adiabatic CFD solution for 2D rotor-stator FEA/
CFD thermal coupling

Fig. 4 Comparison of wall temperature histories for 2D rotor-

stator FEA/CFD thermal coupling

Transactions of the ASME
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ween the solutions obtained with different coupling options is
iven in Fig. 6. The dash and solid lines represent the results
btained using HYDRA with the energy equation only option on the
otor and stator walls, respectively. The symbols designate their
orresponding counterparts obtained either using HYDRA with the
ull equations option or FLUENT with the energy equation only
ption. It can be seen again that agreement between these solu-
ions is very good.

A further coupling calculation using HYDRA with the maximum
umber of iterations reduced from 200 to 50 for individual CFD
olutions was also conducted. Similar good results were obtained.
urther discussion of the influence of CFD solution convergence
n the thermal coupling is presented later in Sec. 4.

3.2 3D Rotor-Stator Example (2D FEA/3D CFD
oupling). The 3D rotor-stator example is a variation in the

forementioned 2D model. The FEA model and the transient cycle
efinition remain the same as in 2D example, except that the 3D
otor-stator sector CFD model shown in Fig. 7 is employed to
eplace the corresponding 2D axisymmetric one. Hence, the re-
ultant thermal coupling calculations are a 2D axisymmetric FEA
odel coupled with a 3D sector CFD model. To accommodate the

hange, a routine to map information exchange between a 2D
xisymmetric FEA model and a 3D sector CFD model was also

ig. 5 Metal temperature contours at time t=210 s for 2D
otor-stator FEA/CFD thermal coupling

ig. 6 Wall temperature distributions at time t=210 s for 2D

otor-stator FEA/CFD thermal coupling

ournal of Turbomachinery
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invoked. On coupling walls, the mapping routine enables the 3D
CFD model to pass circumferentially-averaged wall heat flux dis-
tributions to the 2D FEA model, and the 2D FEA model to expand
the 2D wall temperature profiles obtained into 3D ones �assuming
uniform distribution in the circumferential direction�, which can
applied to 3D CFD models.

Only the HYDRA CFD code was used for this test case. As for
the 2D example, excellent agreement was obtained between fully
coupled and energy equation only coupled solutions. These were
also in agreement with the 2D solutions.

3.3 Engine Turbine Example (2D FEA/2D CFD Coupling).
A 4 stage LP turbine disk cavity was chosen for further testing.
This industrial engine test case is well established with a set of
thermocouple data available for comparison. The geometry of the
FEA and CFD models are shown in Fig. 8. The CFD domain is in
the left side of the figure, bounded by the IP turbine disk rear face,
the first two LP turbine disks, the front face of the third IP turbine
disk and the IP and LP turbine shafts, and FEA/CFD thermal
coupling takes place through these boundaries. Both FEA and
CFD models are axisymmetric. Three key dimensions are also
shown in this figure. The inner radius of the cavity along shaft is
denoted as ri. The inner radii of the intermediate pressure �IP�
turbine shaft and LP turbine disk bore are designated as rs and rb,
with rs�1.13ri and rb�3.54ri, respectively. The hydraulic diam-
eter of the inner inlet along the shaft is dh�0.25ri.

The simulated transient cycle in terms of the LP turbine disk
angular speed � versus time is given in Fig. 9. It can be seen that

Fig. 7 3D rotor-stator sector CFD model
Fig. 8 FEA and CFD models for a LP turbine cavity

JULY 2010, Vol. 132 / 031016-5
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he transient cycle covers a typical range of operating conditions
rom idle to maximum take-off. Based on the flow at the inner
nlet along the shaft and the LP turbine disk angular speed, the
xial inflow Reynolds number Rebulk=�Ubulkdh /� and the rota-
ional Reynolds number Re�=�rb

2� /� are 7.07�104 and 2.97
105, respectively, for idle condition, and 2.39�105 and 2.04
106, respectively, for MTO condition. Hence, the assumption of

urbulent flow is justified.
Two CFD models, one for idle and the other for maximum

ake-off, were defined to facilitate the FEA/CFD coupling. The
esh sizes used for idle and maximum take-off conditions were

8,378 and 67,310 nodes, respectively, which were determined
ollowing previous experience and best practice guidelines. The
imensionless wall distance y+ obtained is between 15 and 100,
ithin the recommended range for use of the standard wall func-

ion. A whole view of the mesh used for the idle condition is
hown in Fig. 10, with a close-up at the upper left corner of the
FD domain for further examination. The boundary conditions for

he CFD model are also illustrated in Fig. 10. It has two mass flow
nlets and four outlets. Further details of the FEA and CFD models
ollow industrial practice. The environment parameters defined in
he transient cycle, such as angular rotational speed and mass flow
ate, are passed to the corresponding walls, inlets, and outlets
hrough the plugin SC89 when appropriate. Conventional thermal
oundary conditions are applied on the remaining boundaries for
he FEA model.

With the above settings, two primary initial CFD solutions, one
or idle and the other for the maximum take-off, assuming adia-
atic walls were prepared in advance, as shown in Fig. 11. It can

Fig. 9 Transient thermal cycle for the LP turbine cavity

ig. 10 Typical mesh of the CFD model for the LP turbine

avity
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be seen that the jet flow from the inner inlet along the shaft travels
axially and is then directed radially into the cavity by the LP
turbine disk and baffle. Inside the cavity, the flow is dominated by
the effect of wall rotations. Consequently, several vortices are
formed. Buoyancy effects are weak in this flow. By comparing the
flow patterns obtained between the idle and maximum take-off
conditions, a degree of similarity in flow patterns can be identified
between those two very different operating conditions. As the pri-
mary focus of this paper is on the thermal coupling methodology
and validations, no further analysis of the flow solutions was
pursued.

In the transient thermal coupling, the thermal time stepping
accuracy to control the adjustment of the thermal time step was
set to be 5 K, and the convergence criterion of thermal coupling in
terms of maximum metal temperature difference allowed between
two successive coupling iterations was set to be 1 K. These values
are typical for engine applications. For individual HYDRA CFD
solutions, the maximum number of iterations per thermal time
step was assigned to be 300 and 60 for the idle and the maximum
take-off CFD models, respectively, following earlier experience
and some numerical experiments. Figure 12 shows the tempera-
ture histories at three monitoring points, obtained using both en-
ergy equation only and full equations options. The metal tempera-
ture contours obtained at the end of the thermal coupling transient
cycle are also given in this figure for an overall picture of tem-
perature distribution at t=2477 s. For comparison, the thermo-
couple data provided by Rolls-Royce plc were also plotted, to-
gether with coupling results using the FLUENT CFD code. For
FLUENT solutions, 200 iterations were assigned for each CFD cal-

Fig. 11 Two initial adiabatic CFD solutions for the LP turbine
cavity; „a… idle, „b… MTO
culation. In Fig. 12, the dash and solid lines indicate the results
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btained using HYDRA CFD solutions with energy equation only
nd full equations options, respectively. The black plus signs de-
ote the Rolls-Royce thermocouple measurements. The diamond
nd circle symbols designate their corresponding counterparts ob-
ained using FLUENT. It can be seen that agreement between the
hermal coupling results using energy equation only and full equa-
ions options with the HYDRA and FLUENT codes is very good. The
greement between the thermal coupling predictions and Rolls-
oyce measurements is satisfactory, which is generally within the
easurement uncertainty. The behavior of the thermocouple mea-

urements at the start of the transient cycle in Fig. 12�a� is not
nderstood.

3.4 Industrial Compressor Example (2D FEA/2D CFD
oupling). To further validate the energy equation only option, an

ndustrial high pressure compressor drive cone cavity was chosen
or additional testing. This engine test case is also well established
ith a set of thermocouple measurements available for compari-

ig. 12 Monitored temperature histories for the LP turbine
avity
on. The geometry of the FEA model is shown in Fig. 13. The
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CFD domain is in the upper right corner of the figure, which
includes a section of main annular passage of compressor at outer
radius. Both FEA and CFD models are axisymmetric. The ratio
between inner and outer radii of the drive cone is equal to ro /ri
�1.50.

The simulated transient cycle in terms of the drive cone angular
speed � versus time is given in Fig. 14. It covers a typical range
of operating conditions from standstill to idle and MTO. Based on
the flow at the outer inlet of main annular path and the drive cone
angular speed, the axial inflow Reynolds number Rebulk
=�Ubulkdh /� and the rotational Reynolds number Re�

=�ro
2� /� are 3.53�105 and 4.32�106, respectively, for the idle

condition, and 1.26�106 and 2.27�107, respectively, for MTO
condition. The radial inflow Reynolds number Rebulk
=�Ubulkdh /� based on the flow entering the cavity from the main
annular passage of compressor are 2.10�103 and 1.30�104 for
the idle and MTO conditions, respectively. Hence, the assumption
of turbulent flow is again justified.

For this engine test case, only the coupling simulation using the
FLUENT energy equation only solutions was performed. To facili-
tate the FEA/CFD coupling, two CFD models, one for idle and the
other for maximum take-off, were defined, as shown in Fig. 15.
There is one inlet and three outlets. The mesh sizes used for the
idle and maximum take-off conditions were 14,589 and 32,756
nodes, respectively. The meshes were generated following previ-
ous experience and best practice guidelines. The dimensionless
wall distance y+ is between 20 and 200, within the recommended
range for use of the standard wall function. For reference, the
initial flow solutions assuming adiabatic walls prepared in ad-
vance for the coupling simulation are also shown in Fig. 15. It can
be seen the cooling air flow enters the cavity from the main an-
nular path of the compressor and travels radially-inwards to the
inner radius along the stator wall. Part of the flow leaves the
cavity through the two outlets on the stator wall in the inner re-
gion. In addition to this, recirculation flow is caused in the cavity
by the rotational effects of the HP compressor drive cone. Due to
the complexity of the geometry of the cavity, several vortices are
formed. As in earlier examples, buoyancy effects are weak in this

Fig. 13 FEA and CFD models for a HP compressor drive cone
cavity

Fig. 14 Transient thermal cycle for the HP compressor drive

cone cavity
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ow. By comparing the flow patterns obtained between the idle
nd maximum take-off conditions, a degree of similarity in flow
atterns can be again observed between these two very different
perating conditions. As the primary focus of this paper is on the
hermal coupling methodology and validations, no further analysis
f flow solutions was performed.

In the transient thermal coupling, the thermal time stepping
ccuracy was set to be 10 K, and the convergence criterion for
etal temperature accuracy was set to be 2 K. A major consider-

tion in choosing the bigger magnitudes of tolerance is the com-
utational cost. It can be seen from Fig. 14 that the present cou-
ling simulation has to cover a much longer time span of the
ngine transient cycle. In addition, previous experience shows that
igger magnitudes of tolerance may be needed for thermal cou-
ling applications with greater complexity of the geometry and
arger FEA/CFD models. The magnitudes of tolerance chosen for
he present test case are still within the recommended range for a
ypical engine application, and no noticeable compromise in ac-
uracy of the thermal coupling solution was observed. For indi-
idual FLUENT CFD solutions, the maximum number of iterations

ig. 15 Initial adiabatic CFD solutions for the HP compressor
rive cone cavity; „a… idle, „b… MTO
er thermal time step was assigned to be 200 for both the idle and
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the maximum take-off CFD models. A typical monitored tempera-
ture history obtained at point m1 is shown in Fig. 16, together
with the thermocouple data from Rolls-Royce plc. A partial view
of the metal temperature contours obtained at the end of the ther-
mal coupling transient cycle t=5658 s is also given in the figure,
together with the three monitoring points. The solid line indicates
the thermal coupling results. The plus symbols denote the thermo-
couple measurements. It can be seen that agreement is reasonably
good. Similarly good agreement was observed at the other two
monitoring points.

4 Computational Cost
The computing time consumed for two thermal coupling calcu-

lations are given in terms of wall-clock time in Table 1. It can be
seen that all coupling simulations finished within 25 h. The tim-
ings were obtained on a PC-cluster cluster node with a 2.4 GHz
Xeon CPU. Timing of the initial adiabatic CFD solutions is not
included in Table 1. In the four test cases reported in this paper,
the initial adiabatic CFD solutions were all obtained in less than 6
h CPU time, reflecting the CFD mesh sizes all being considerably
less than 100,000 mesh nodes. For medium and large thermal
coupling simulations, parallel execution of the FEA/CFD coupling
is available, which can help to meet the time requirement. Use of
the energy equation only option can reduce the computing time, as
demonstrated in Table 1. The speedup is defined as a ratio of the
wall-clock time consumed between using the energy equation
only option and its corresponding full equations one. It can be
seen that the speedup obtained for the two test cases are 1.4 and
3.1, respectively. Obviously, it is case dependent.

It was observed in the FEA/CFD coupling simulations that FEA
thermal time stepping is affected by how well individual CFD
solutions are converged. In the SC03 FEA code, the thermal time
stepping is automatically adjusted during the transient simulating
cycle to meet a preset accuracy criterion for thermal coupling, and
the whole FEA analysis is fully automated. Therefore, an addi-
tional investigation was conducted to examine the issue. The ini-
tial results showed that poor individual CFD solutions can con-
sume more thermal time steps as the thermal coupling simulation
struggles to meet the preset convergence criteria. Poor speedup
and thermal coupling results can also be observed when individual
CFD solutions are not sufficiently converged. In these cases, an

Fig. 16 Monitored temperature histories for the HP compres-
sor drive cone cavity

Table 1 Computing time for two thermal coupling test cases

Wall clock time
�h� Full eqns Energy eqn only Speedup

2D rotor-stator 14 10 1.4
Industrial turbine cavity 25 8 3.1
Transactions of the ASME
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ppropriate requirement of the residual accuracy or an increase in
nd the maximum number of iterations for individual CFD models
s necessary, which usually means more computation time for
ach CFD simulation. After a number of test calculations, it was
ound that an intermediate individual CFD solution, which starts
rom its previous successive CFD solution with a set of updated
oundary conditions, may be regarded as adequately converged
hen its residual levels are reduced by an order of magnitude. Use
f this criterion gave significant saving in computing time. A CFD
xperiment prior to a thermal coupling simulation is advised to
etermine an optimal number of iterations for individual CFD
odels.

Conclusions
A technique for efficiently coupling finite element analysis to

omputational fluid dynamics �FEA/CFD� for thermal calculations
s described. With the technique, a CFD model is integrated into
n existing FEA system containing other specialist modeling op-
ions. This provides flexibility and choice to users. The thermal
oupling is realized through an iterative procedure between FEA
nd CFD calculations. The FEA simulation is treated as transient
nd the CFD calculations are regarded as steady. Communication
etween FEA and CFD calculations ensures continuity of tem-
erature and heat flux. Implementation of the technique was origi-
ally done with an in-house FEA code SC03 and a commercial
FD code FLUENT. Extension to couple with an in-house CFD
ode HYDRA was completed. The energy equation only option was
eveloped to further enhance the speed of the thermal coupling.

Four thermal coupling test cases, including an industrial LP
urbine cavity and a HP compressor drive cone cavity were inves-
igated. Results obtained were compared either with those ob-
ained with the commercial CFD code FLUENT and/or with avail-
ble thermocouple measurements from Rolls-Royce plc. Good
greement was observed.

The computational time consumed for thermal coupling simu-
ations of test cases were within 25 h in terms of wall-clock time
sing a PC-cluster node with a 2.4 GHz Xeon CPU. For medium
nd large thermal coupling simulations, parallel execution of the
EA/CFD coupling is available to meet the time requirement. Use
f the energy equation only option can reduce computing time. A
peedup of around 1.4–3.1 was obtained by using the energy
quation only option in the thermal coupling in the present vali-
ations. To determine the optimal number of iterations for indi-
idual CFD models, a CFD experiment prior to a thermal cou-
ling simulation is advised. Initial investigation on the issue
howed a CFD solution may be regarded as adequately converged
hen residual levels are reduced by an order of magnitude.
As the current implementation of the energy equation only op-

ion in HYDRA uses the nonlinear CFD solver algorithm, further
peedup of the coupling simulation is thought to be possible using
ther techniques. Further research in this area is planned.

omenclature
dh � hydraulic diameter at

inlet=4�area /wetted-perimeter
Rebulk � inflow Reynolds number=�Ubulkdh /�

Re� � rotational Reynolds number=��ro
2 /� or

��rb
2 /�

r � radius
rb � disk bore inner radius
ri � inner radius
ro � outer radius
rs � stator or IP turbine shaft radius
s � cavity width
ournal of Turbomachinery
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T � temperature
Tin � air temperature at inlet
Tref � reference temperature
Tw � wall temperature

t � time
Ubulk � bulk velocity at inlet

y+ � dimensionless wall distance=���w /��0.5yp /�
yp � wall distance

Greek
� � dynamic viscosity
� � density

�w � wall shear stress
� � angular velocity of rotor or disk
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